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ABSTRACT

Korean industry is in the transition from component to basic material production stage, which
consequently requires basic science research utilizing neutron beam to support it. The demand for
medical radioisotopes is strongly increasing according to the elevation of life standards, which in turn
requires very stable supply of short half-lived radioisotopes. Research on these areas is possible
through the capabilities provided by horizontal beam tubes and vertical experimental holes of
HANARO. The experimental facilities are available not only for in-house research and development
groups but also for external user communities in universities, research institutes and industries. And
they are open to the international users as well. Utilization of a research reactor will be enhanced
through the active development of user programs and the strengthened cooperation between supplier
and users of the facility.

Most of the worldwide high performance research reactors of the first generation are reaching end of
life. Hence the construction of new research reactors and the refurbishment of present ones are very
demanding because research reactors continue to be utilized in many areas. Since HANARO is
recently constructed with a new design, experiences of design, construction, and commissioning work
for the research reactor are valuable for our country and for other countries as well. As more
utilization facilities are being designed and installed in the reactor, international cooperation with
experienced institutions is important in the course of installation. Sharing experiences will contribute
to the advancement of nuclear technologies for international communities.

1. INTRODUCTION

KMRR (Korea Multipurpose Research Reactor) project was at the basic design stage when KAERI
participated in the first ASRR, Tokyo, Japan in 1986. There were only 53 papers from 14 countries at
the first ASRR meeting but 124 papers from 20 countries at the last meeting, which shows that this
meeting is getting more attention. More than 90 percent of the papers have been from Asian region so
the initial intention of assembling and exchanging Asian experts and experiences is successfully
fulfilled. We expect seven more research reactors in the world soon or later; two in Europe, two in
North America, one in South America, and two in Asia. All of these promise that ASRR will be a
very active and fruitful regional meeting.

The major projects that KAERI is driving up to 2006 are the development of the advanced fuel, next
generation reactor, small reactor, and radioisotope application. The development of new fuel, the
validation of fuel cycle technology, and the construction of the prototype LMR are the long-term
projects that KAERI plans to focus on. More and more the need of basic material production in the
industry motivates the basic research using neutron beam. Hence, HANARO should not only produce
the radioisotopes and labeled compounds for medical diagnosis and treatment, tracer, standard source
and research but also fulfill the needs required by the nuclear and material science industries through
the fuel/material irradiation test and the neutron beam research. The present status and plan in
HANARO operation and utilization are introduced in this paper.
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2. OPERATION AND MAITENANCE

The operation schedule mainly depends on the radioisotope production (Ho-166, Tc-99m, etc.) and
neutron beam instrument installation, which induces frequent reactor shutdown [1]. The irradiation
test of KAERI made HANARO fuel started in the beginning of 1998. As an annual routine, there
were an emergency training in July and quarterly IAEA inspections in 1998. Two personnel passed
the senior reactor operator (SRO) license exam and another two passed the reactor operator (RO)
exam in 1998, which means that there are 23 SROs and 19 ROs in HANARO.

The number of maintenance work request keeps decreasing from 95 in 1995, 77, 65 and 50 in 1998,
which show that the system performance becomes stable year by year. The number of inspection and
maintenance tool development in 1998 is, however, 46 increased by 92 % compared to that of 1995.
The number of design and development for maintenance shows steady about 6 since 1996. The design
improvement on instrumentation and control, hot water layer system, strainer screen are the continuing
work since last year. The in-chimney bracket will be installed in April 1999. The design
improvement on fuel assembly is also in progress. The design and manufacturing of shut-off rod and
control absorber rod (CAR) test rig for their endurance extension and the improvement of neutron
measurement system signal processor, CAR interface card and controller are the items for further
design and improvement.

3. UTILIZATION [2]

3.1 Radioisotope Production
A three-phase radioisotope development plan started this year. More than 40% of the domestic

demand will be fulfilled and even some export is expected at the end of the plan. Only 5% of the
domestic demand of Mo-99 (Tc-99m) are supplied by KAERI. When the fission moly production
facility is completed, most of domestic use will be fulfilled and it can be exported to Asian countries.
I-131-MTBG is used for neuroblastoma treatment and its use is gradually increasing. The Ho 166-
Patch for skin cancer and Ho-166-CHICO (chitosan complex) for liver cancer are under clinical
demonstration and will be in commercial use within 2 years. Especially, Ho-166-CHICO is effective
for peritoneal cancer metastasized from stomach cancer, ovarian cancer, and rheumatoid arthritis in
knee joints by local injection. In the development of radioisotope production technology, 1-131
production is enhanced by applying the sublimation purification technique, high purity P-32 is
produced by distillation under reduced pressure, the automatic source fabrication instrument for Ir-192
source is developed, and the production of Cr-51 using an enriched target is also developed.
Seventeen lead hot cells and four concrete hot cells are currently in operation. Five more new
radionuclides and sources including Sr-89 are under development. The development of RI treatment
and mass production facility is also in progress. More than fifteen radioisotopes, including tracers, will
be produced for both domestic and international users in the year of 2000.

3.2 Fuel and Material Irradiation
(a) Capsule

The HANARO capsule development plan consists of three phases. In the first phase, the HANARO
standard capsule for a non-fissile material irradiation test has been designed and manufactured as an
output of the first phase development. Seismic and stress analyses were performed and flow-induced
vibration and pressure drop tests were carried out using the mock-up in HANARO. The capsule
temperature control system, including the vacuum and multi-stage heater control systems has been
also developed to control specimen temperature by adjusting the electrical power of heaters and gas
thermal conductivity. The capsule supporting system in the canti-lever type has been already installed
in the reactor pool. The in-pool capsule cutter and capsule-handling tool have been also prepared.
The first instrumented capsule irradiated in HANARO was transferred to EVIEF last November and
waiting for the examination. The second phase (1999 - 2002) is currently in progress, during which
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time the fuel irradiation capsule and in-situ instrumented capsule are in development. The
development of a re-instrumented capsule is in planned for the third phase.

(b) Test Loop
The licensing for a test loop is in progress and installation will commence in the beginning of 2003.

After the commissioning, an irradiation test will be possible from the year 2000. The design of a
transient test loop will be initiated in the middle of 2006. The measurement technology of fuel
characteristics in the irradiation test is under development. Fuels such as DUPIC, CANFLEX, and fuel
for the next generation reactor are waiting for irradiation tests in the test loop.

3.3 Neutron Beam
(a) Neutron Transmutation Doping (NTD)

NTD facilities are held off presently in design due to small local demands, however their total
irradiation capacity for Si ingots would be about 10 tons per year. Target precision of resistivity at the
first stage is less than 5% and its variation will be less than 3% in the radial direction and less than 5%
in the axial direction.

(b) Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)
Automatic and manual pneumatic transfer systems are installed at three irradiation holes for R&D

and analytical services of NAA. One of the irradiation holes is lined with cadmium. An available
thermal neutron flux at each irradiation site is in the range of 3.9 x 1013 - 1.6 x 1014 n/cm2 sec and the
cadmium ratio is 50-250. One system is designed for the analysis of short-lived nuclides and other
system is designed for the analysis of medium and long-lived nuclides. Both systems are operated by
the electronic controller.

To date, the application fields of NAA in Korea are industry, agriculture, geology, monitoring of
atmosphere pollution and water contamination, material science, biomedical science, archeology,
forensic science and so on. The number of analyses for customers is gradually increasing and it will
total more than 2,000 in 2000.

(c) Neutron Radiography
The neutron radiography facility had been installed at HANARO during commissioning period of

the reactor and its various performance tests and characterizations have been done satisfactorily. It has
two exposure cells for radioactive samples and general industrial objects. The thermal neutron flux at
the first exposure cell is 1.08 x 107 n/cm2 sec and 4.02 x 106 n/cm2 sec at the second cell, respectively.
The neutron beam purity and sensitivity have been investigated using an ASTM standard and the
quality of the neutron beam belongs to Category I with 75-8-7. A typical irradiation time of about 8
minutes is required to get a film density of 2.5. An electronic imaging system is under development
based on a high sensitive TV camera unit. This unit has been applied already to the NDT inspection of
industrial objects and student training as well. It is currently used as an inspection tool for defense
industry and aircraft manufacturing and the demand is gradually increasing.

(d) Neutron Beam Research
Phase I of the neutron beam instrument development started in 1992 and Phase II was entered in mid

1997. The utilization of High Resolution Powder Diffractometer (HRPD) at the ST2 beam port is
already saturated since its full-scale neutron diffraction works commenced in January, 1998. The Four
Circle Diffractometer and optional system to the HRPD for Texture and Residual Stress measurement
is under performance test. Development and component-wise installation of the Small Angle Neutron
Spectrometer (SANS) and Polarized Neutron Spectrometer (PNS) has been done and those are
expected to be available at the end of 1999 and at the end of 2000, respectively. The Phase II program
started in 1997 and will end in 2002. It consists of the development and application of neutron
scattering based on the instruments developed in Phase I and external user formation, and the
installation of a reflectometer and a triple axis spectrometer on the ST3 and ST4 beam ports in the
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reactor hall with the development of utilization technology of various neutron mirrors, guides and
benders.

(e) Cold Neutron Source
The conceptual design of a cold neutron source has been completed with the collaboration of PNPI,

Russia, in July of 1997. In this stage, the experiment facilities were selected and neutron guide tubes
and an experimental hall appropriate to these facilities was designed. The characteristics of cold
moderators have been studied to obtain the maximum gain of cold neutrons. Analysis of radiation heat
and the design of hydrogen, vacuum, and helium systems have been also performed. The installation,
maintenance, and quality assurance program are included in the conceptual design report. A full-scale
performance test of thermosiphon and a hydrogen explosion test in the containment are scheduled for
this year.

(f) Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)
The conceptual design for a thermal neutron BNCT is in progress. A shielding shutter of water is in

consideration for BNCT in operation. A Si single crystal and Bi crystal are placed for fast neutron and
gamma filtering in preliminary analysis. Maintaining the filter at liquid nitrogen temperature is
considered to enhance the thermal neutron flux. Since HANARO does not have a cold neutron source
and neutron guide, PGAA (Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis) device will be installed at the upper
partofPNSatSTl [3].

4. FUTURE PROSPECTS

HANARO is a bridge between the TRIGA reactors under decommissioning and the next generation
research reactor in Korea. Neutron beam research, neutron radiography, radioisotope and tracer
production, and neutron activation analysis have been studied using the TRIGA Mark-H and III. Their
neutron beam facilities were anti-filter type spectrometer, spinning crystal spectrometer, two circled
diffractometer, and triple axes polarized spectrometer. Medical, industrial and research oriented
radioisotopes have been produced in TRIGA Mark-III. The experiences accumulated with the TRIGA
reactors were applied to the design of HANARO for more advanced utilization. Neutron transmutation
doping technology for example has been developed in TRIGA Mark-HI. The research, which has
been carried out in TRIGA, continues and the material test using test loop, fission moly, and neutron
capture therapy have been newly introduced in HANARO.

HANARO is very active in international cooperation program [4]. Recently, IAEA made a
guideline that the regional cooperation agreement is led by the member country itself. Korea is a
leader country of a research reactor area in Asia and Pacific region. Currently HANARO has
international cooperation agreements on research reactor and its utilization on various areas such as
radioisotope, radiopharmaceuticals, radioactive waste, irradiation capsule, fuel test loop, neutron beam,
etc. For more active utilization research, it is recommended that the development priority is adjusted
and the user participates in the development and installation. Some of the major problems pointed out
are the lack of trained researchers and technicians, long shutdown period for facility installation. Only
the successful utilization of HANARO promises the next generation research reactor in Korea.
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